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And the winner is… Last month’s 9th annual tomato and 8th annual pepper tasting event results are in. The tomato catagories
were Full Size Tomatoes and Cherry Tomatoes. First place for Full Size Tomatoes was Pork Chop. Second place was 100
Pudov, with Kellogg’s Breakfast Potato Leaf taking third. The top cherry tomato was the perennial favorite, Sun Sugar,
followed by Ground Cherry and Lemon Drop. The pepper categories were sweet, mild, and hot. For sweet peppers, Giant
Marconi led the voting, with Carmen and Round of Hungary tying for second place. Third place was Aji Dulce Pimientinos.
Relleno Chile received the most votes in the mild pepper category. Brazilian Starfish and Chocolate Cherry tied for second
place, with Rezha Macedonian placing third. Hot peppers were led by Ring of Fire, followed by Aleppo in second and
Basque Sheep Herders and Krimzon Lee F1 Hot tying in third. Thank you to all the people that participated in judging such
enjoyable events. See you next spring shopping for your favorites.
October tips for the lawn and garden:
 Keep mowing the grass at 2 ½ to 3 inches tall, gradually decreasing to 2 to 2 ½ inches
over the last two or three mowing of the year. This decrease at the end of fall should
aid in leaf removal and reduce the chance of snow mold next spring.
 Mulch light accumulations of leaves with the lawnmower, being sure the grass is
visible through the shredded material. Heavier buildups of leaves need to be removed
to prevent damage to the lawn over the winter. Excess leaves can be bagged and set
aside to be used to protect tender perennial beds. Just remember to wait and apply the
bags after the ground is frozen.
 Apply fall fertilizer at a rate of 1 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet. The
University of Minnesota Extension recommends all fertilizer be applied before
e. for a longer feeding period.
October 15. We recommend Hugo Feed Mill’s brand 25-0-15, with 50% slow-release nitrogen
A 40# bag covers 10,000 square feet and there is a coupon attached below.
 Falling temperatures can trigger a change in plant growth that aids in controlling tough-to-kill broadleaf weeds, like
creeping Charlie, dandelion, and clover. Spot treat weeds early this month with broadleaf weed control products like
SpeedZone and Weed Free Zone for weed-free grass next spring.
 Shop for spring flowering bulbs. Planting time is mid-September through mid-October. Bone meal is available at the mill.
 When cleaning up the garden, dispose of any diseased plant material, overripe fruit and vegetables in the trash, not the
compost bin. Removal of this material should help decrease disease and overwintering insects.
 As temperatures fall, Box Elder Bugs may cluster on the warm, sunny sides of buildings. Spraying them outdoors will
reduce the number that find their way inside and become a nuisance. Save by using the discount coupon attached below.
Plant your garlic by mid-October.
See the folks at the feed mill for your seed garlic. Choose from five varieties or plant them all to find out your favorite.
They can help with planting directions, fertilizer, and mulch.
Previous issues of Timely Turf Tips newsletters are available at our website: www.hugofeedmill.com
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